


Preface 
I was introduced to sailing and the Norfolk Broads during family holidays in the 1960s when my grandparents used 

to bring their extended family together for two weeks in a hired river-side cottage with yacht, dinghy and 

motorboat.  

Between 1918 and 1968, my grandparents holidayed on the Norfolk Broads thirteen times. In fact, my 

grandfather’s enthusiasm for this sort of holiday had started even before that. When he and his friends were 

students at university, they used to let off steam after exams by spending the first two week of each summer 

vacation sailing on the Norfolk Broads. 

Soon after the start of the first world war, my grandfather (E.L.C.), who was by then a qualified naval architect, was 

drafted into the Royal Corps of Naval Constructors where he worked on the design of various classes of destroyers. 

His war was thus spent at the Admiralty in London with frequent excursions to Scapa Flow and numerous sea trials. 

In 1916, he met my grandmother (R.S.C.) who was working as a VAD
1
 in a London hospital. Sometime after their 

engagement she transferred to the Green Cross as an ambulance driver. There, she was known as one of the few 

women in the squad who could swing the starting handle effectively enough to start cars from cold in the morning. 

In August 1918, they were married in her home county of Cheshire and spent their honeymoon in a yacht on the 

Norfolk Broads. 

In 2006, while sorting out my mother’s effects, I came across a small notebook with photographs stuck into it. A 

quick perusal showed it to be a logbook of a cruise on the broads in 1918. Further research in my grandfather’s 

unpublished autobiography revealed that this must have been their two week honeymoon, this is confirmed by 

various references in the text. 

After a visit to the Museum of the Broads (http://www.museumofthebroads.org.uk/) in 2011 and after looking on 

the web at sites like http://www.broadlandmemories.co.uk/ we realized that this logbook is a rare glimpse into 

another time and others might also enjoy seeing it.  

Since it is quite hard work reading the handwriting, I have transcribed the text and photographs into this PDF. 

Where we cannot make sense of the handwriting, I have embedded an image in the text so the reader can try to 

interpret it themselves. 

I have also added footnotes as comments, to explain some of the context and to try to explain references which 

may be a little obscure to a modern reader. 

I have included the photographs exactly as they were scanned in. After spending many hours working with 

software tools designed to enhance old photos, we concluded that the occasional minor gains in clarity were not 

worth the loss of authenticity. 

Bruce Robb, November 2012

                                                                 
1
The Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD) was a voluntary organisation providing field nursing services, mainly in 

hospitals, in the United Kingdom and various other countries in the British Empire.  – see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voluntary_Aid_Detachment 
 

http://www.museumofthebroads.org.uk/
http://www.broadlandmemories.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voluntary_Aid_Detachment
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“Frolic” picture from the brochure 
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Cabin plan from the brochure 
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LOGBOOK ENTRIES 

 

FRIDAY, AUGUST 16TH 

Arrived at Wroxham about 5 o’clock in the evening after travelling from Rugby and taking 13½ 

hours to get here. Thus ended our 2 days travelling under not too enviable war conditions and 

which we were glad enough to finish. 

Enquired at the “Kings Head” for a room and found that a “gentleman from the Admiralty” had 

the only vacant room.  

Having admitted my identity as such we got our room which was a very nice one. 

We had tea first and then had a look around the place and at the old familiar haunts not seen 

since the good old days of 1914. 

Had dinner at 7.30 and had a quiet smoke in the Kings Head garden before turning in early as 

the journey had been tiring and tiresome. 
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SATURDAY,  AUGUST 17TH, WROXHAM 

Paid an early visit to the Wroxham PO and presented our ration books for the necessary 

visitor’s ration card – a delicate question of names causing no comment. 

Squared up with Earnest Collins for the yacht and found that she would not be ready till midday 

so we proceeded to see about our stores at Roys which occupied a considerable amount of 

time. 

We then borrowed the Frolic dinghy and made several journeys between the yacht and the 

Kings Head for luggage and our own packing cases of food we had brought with us, and finally 

got aboard our groceries from Roys after a lot of waiting. 

We prepared lunch on board and it was then getting late (2.30) and we were hungry and ready 

for it. 

Quanted out of the boat yard and were glad to find that the weather had cleaned up after a 

threatened thunderstorm which didn’t materialize (over us, anyhow) Hoisted our single lugsail 

almost immediately as there was a fresh wind and sailed steadily before the wind up to the 

small entrance to the west end of Wroxham Broad which just gave us enough clearance 

between the piles with barely an inch to spare. 

The wind was much stronger on the Broad and we got a lot of sailing up and down the Broad 

before tea for which we moored up against a pile against the reeds. 

Our dinghy strayed away from the fold during tea and was rescued for us by an R.N.R. soul. 

Tea over we had some difficulty in getting out and away from the reeds on account of the 

strong wind but finally managed it and took the wide entrance out into the river and proceeded 

as requisite for Horning. 

The wind however soon fell and we made slow headway under sail and had to recourse to 

quanting until about 1½ miles from Horning town when the wind freshened up again and we 

made a fine finish up at a speed of knots in the dark and came to our old moorings at Horning 

Ferry Hotel and a hot meal.  
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 18TH, HORNING FERRY 

Paid an early visit to the Ferry Inn for some fresh milk which wasn’t obtainable in Wroxham and 

still drew a blank at Horning. Jed Crowe and Violet are no longer in possession and Mrs. 

Osbourne now holds the fort. 

The wind was still very strong and most of the passing craft had taken in a reef or two. 

The morning was spent in doing a general clean down and all our upholstery removed to the 

bank for a beating and airing, during which the interior of the yacht had a general sponge down 

and freshener. 

After lunch we quanted off and set sail immediately having a fair wind for Potter. 
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Felt too lazy to reef so we made a rapid pace but found her to gybe heavily at the bends and 

rather a handful to manage. However the single big lugsail is a very handy rig for a small crew 

and the journey served as a useful novitiate for the new member of the crew. We made the 

passage from Horning Ferry to Potter in 2 hours which was good going and we moored opposite 

the Helter Skelter Bungalow2 and prepared some tea as a first action. 

After tea we walked up to the village, having taken the dinghy up to the bridge for water and 

another futile request for milk. 

We had arrived at Potter just at the moment of tragedy for a man in a Rob Roy under sail had 

capsized and drowned3. 

Potter Bridge was as usual the centre of attraction for the lads of the village and was very much 

the same as of yore. 

After the walk we rowed up past the Railway Bridge and finally back to the yacht for our own 

Bovril and Biscuit final meal which we voted to be an excellent institution. 

MONDAY, AUGUST 19TH, POTTER 

Paid a visit to the village in the morning and managed to collect a jugful of milk which we 

indulged in neat when we got back to the yacht. 

We also collected our mail which included a Birkenhead paper with an account of a recent 

wedding, the perusal of which caused us some chuckles. 

After lunch we lazed in the sun on deck aft until tea time when the sun disappeared and it 

clouded over a bit.  

After tea we managed to coax a couple of tunes out of the gramophone by the aid of a tin 

opener for winding up4 – the key having been left behind in the scrum of getting here. 

Turned in early after our meal. 

TUESDAY, 20TH
 AUGUST 

Not a very energetic day but gloriously fine – part of which we missed by our late uprising. 

                                                                 
2
 The Helter Skelter Bungalow is still there today, see http://theriverthurnetenantsassociation.org/members_page    

3
 There is a grave in St. Nicolas churchyard in Potter Heigham for “Bensley, John Edmund, d. 18 Aug 1918, age, 

25yrs, RNR, s/o George S & Charlotte, Accidentally drowned whilst on leave”. It seems likely therefore that this is 
the poor unfortunate referred to here.  
4
 For those used to iPhones etc, I should explain that in those days gramophones were clockwork and had to be 

wound up frequently .  

http://theriverthurnetenantsassociation.org/members_page
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Paid a morning visit to the village and took up the gramophone to Sidney Grapes5 the local cycle 

agent who remembered us all from 1914 when we had left our mobikes there. 

Collected our mail including some films from Twist (good man) very welcome as we had only 

one roll – films being such a scarce commodity in these days of war (great demand for Army 

and Air Service work). 

Before lunch we left our own H.S. moorings and lowered the mast and quanted down to the 

new moorings below the railway bridge. Had a lazy afternoon until just before tea when ELC 

paid a visit to Grapes and secured a jugful of milk for drinks. 

 

Tea over and washing up finished we again went up to the village in the hope of finding the 

gramophone finished but alas found our visit in vain. 

It has been a real scorcher of a day and a plentiful employment of Lait Lavola doesn’t stop the 

tingling and the sunburn which is beginning to make itself felt. 

                                                                 
5
 Sidney Grapes became well known as a Norfolk humorist. He was particularly famous for the “Boy John Letters”. 

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sidney_Grapes and http://www.broadlandmemories.co.uk/blog/2010/12/the-
boy-john-letters-sidney-grapes/  and lots more if you google for “Sidney Grapes Potter Heigham”.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sidney_Grapes
http://www.broadlandmemories.co.uk/blog/2010/12/the-boy-john-letters-sidney-grapes/
http://www.broadlandmemories.co.uk/blog/2010/12/the-boy-john-letters-sidney-grapes/
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WEDNESDAY, 21ST
 AUGUST 

Up earlier today to make up for our slackness of yesterday and to try to be first on the field for 

milk but again no luck. 

Fortunately however the gramophone was finished whilst we were there & we collected our 

post from the PO which was invaded by a fleet of Amazons. 

Took the old ‘phone6 back to the Frolic and played sweet music till about 12 o’clock when we 

set sail from Potter before the wind (a light breeze) towards Candle Dyke. 

“Melody” clumsily bumped us – and apologized – luckily in the light wind doing no damage. 

Sailed up Candle Dyke into Heigham Sound. 

 

Unfortunately we had insufficient way on with the strength of the wind, and could not make 

the channel alongside the posts on the Horsey Mere side where we were bound for. We stuck 

hopelessly in the fungus weed there which is even worse since our last visit in 1914. 
                                                                 
6
 In those days gramophones were more common than telephones so ‘phone would naturally refer to 

gramophone.   
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Our only consolation was the sight of others similarly enmeshed in a common trouble 

Very vigorous quanting by both of us got us at last over towards the channel to Hickling which is 

right against the reeds on the other side. 

Here we lay to and had some lunch & a welcome rest from quanting. 

After lunch we quanted into the channel and sailed back down the Sound into Candle Dyke and 

tacking down the dyke turned east towards Martham and moored some 200 yards from the 

Bathing Staithes. 

After a bathe we tead7 and then armed with 2 jugs we went up to Martham village and secured 

3 pints of cowjuice all hot from the cow. These we took with us on a visit to the church and 

then back again to the yacht. 

Supper and gramophone afterwards. 

Another boiling day and we are getting well baked and tingling all over. 

THURSDAY, 22ND
 AUGUST 

After brekkers and the usual clean up and airing of blankets etc we went for a visit on foot to 

Martham village again for 3 more pints of milk and were introduced to an ancient village 

custom of extracting “largesse” from the idle rich. We trust that they drank our health on the 

strength of the amount extracted and that it maintained the deception that we were idle rich – 

had they but known that it was the only coin we had, perhaps  their idea of our exalted position 

and affluence would have been dispelled. 

Having drunk some of our haul of milk we tried to sail up against the wind but found that 

portion of the stream too narrow for tacking and had to lower away again and quant. 

The “Melody” crew (an old padre family) persisted in helping us quant away so we forgave 

them the bump of yesterday. 

                                                                 
7
 “tead” appears several times in the log and is obviously the past participle of the verb “tea” (as in “I tea”, “you 

tea”, “she teas” etc.). This verb appears to have fallen out of use at some time between then and now.  
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From the Candle Dyke junction, the river is much wider and we got away in good style & tacked 

up to Potter Railway Bridge where we moored in time for a late lunch. 

A kindly soul in a skiff provided us with a newspaper – the first we have seen as these are 

unattainable except to order. Landed RSC near the bridge to take some photographs. 

Lunch disposed of, we changed into flannels “de luxe” plus panamas and visited the village 

where we collected some letters including some photographs of that Cheshire wedding we had 

been to, and also replenished our groceries at Watts & wandered back to the Yacht – slowly for 

it was a great heat. 

We tead shortly afterwards and witnessed the “nearly catching” of a whale from an adjacent 

craft by an angler in embryo. 

We then rigged the dinghy sail and did 1½  hours sailing up and down the river in her before 

coming aboard for our evening meal about 8 o’clock. 

Splendid full moon & glorious evening so we had a final walk before turning in at the end of a 

very hot day. 

FRIDAY, 23TH
 AUGUST 

Rain during the night but fair at 8 o’clock though dull and much cooler. 

We didn’t take kindly to the change after such splendid days beforehand. 

Went up to the village for letters and more tinned meat and bread and then got away and 

lowered mast to go through the bridges mooring up against Applegates till fresh water was 

obtained at the Bridge Inn and then having a fair wind (which had changed during the night) set 

off for Acle. 

Got well away and sailed past Thurne and the junction to Acle arriving at 2:30 just as the Primus 

“blew off steam” and so we lunched right away after mooring alongside the wooden staithes 

with the fenders out. 
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After grub we walked up to Acle village & tried for more milk which wouldn’t be on tap till 7:30 

so we bought some eggs and bread and after a look round the village returned to the yacht. 

It started sprinkling with rain on the way back and came down much heavier as we got aboard 

& set the awning. 

We then had tea to which our friends “Fray Bentos” the hen and Heinz contributed largely, 

together with the government’s quota of National Controlled Tea. 

After tea & gramophone we wrote letters and had a walk “En Burberry” to the Bridge Inn & saw 

Mr. George who is still there. He told us Dolly was now married then staying with them. 

Watched a stormy sunset & returned to a potato and bovril supper before retiring – still raining 

hard. 

SATURDAY, 24TH
 AUGUST ACLE 

In spite of the stormy looking sunset, the day didn’t turn out so badly but scarcely a breath of 

wind. We decided to get underway about 11 o’clock and got away very slowly from Acle with 

occasional quanting tacking up the Bure to the junction and on past the Lion Inn sign where we 

tied up for lunch about a mile past Thurne. 
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After lunch we tacked very slowly into Potter and anchored nearer the bridge than before. 

Spent a quiet afternoon & with the exception of 2 visits to the village for letters and later for 

tobacco, did nothing and turned in early.  

SUNDAY, 25TH
 AUGUST  POTTER 

Provisioned the dinghy and set off at 11:30 putting up the sail after the bridge and sailed before 

the wind up Candle Dyke and into Heigham Sound and along the Meadow Dyke to Horsey Mere 

– a very fine approach with its reed banks and water lilies and blue dragonflies sculling around. 

We moored up at the Staithe off8 our sandwiches & water and were not disturbed this year as 

formerly by the King of Horsey demanding toll. 

After a pipe and rest we set off back again & were able to sail close up to the wind across 

Horsey Mere but found we had to down sail and out-oars for the run through Meadow Dyke 

which was dead against the wind. 

We sailed into the entrance to Hickling Broad to have a look at it but didn’t go far into the 

broad. 

We rowed back to the top part of Heigham Sound and then tacked down into Candle Dyke 

where again we had to row on account of the wind, and found it hard work against a stiffish 

breeze right ahead and we were more than pleased to reach the river again and the beam wind 

sent us spinning into Potter where we arrived at the yacht at 5:15 and set to work to prepare a 

much needed tea. 

We turned the yacht around so as to be head into the wind whilst our dud primus was doing its 

damnedest with the tea waters. 

It had turned very dull during the afternoon & we had no need of our bathing gear we had 

taken with us as the water was inviting enough. 

It brightened again for a short time after we got back but soon gave way to rain & we resorted 

to the cabin for gramophone, sups and bed. 

MONDAY, 26TH
 AUGUST 

Rained in the night heavily but had cleared by brekker time and wasn’t raining. 

                                                                 
8
 We think this “off” is short for “polished off”  
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Breakfast was somewhat protracted owing to our primus and kettle conspiring not to boil or to 

give us a meal speedily & we were rather exasperated at 1½ hours being necessary to prepare 

our meal – it being 10:30 before we started it! 

However we were cheered on visiting the village by a large mail which included provender9 & 

butter from bakery besides lots of letters. 

Butter was very welcome as we had finished our last ration at Acle. 

We despatched NCC’s10 despatchcase to him & purchased a thin kettle and a wick for the 

paraffin stove at Watts – the p. stove having been out of action owing to the wick going “phut” 

early in the cruise. 

We had scarcely got half way back to the bridge when a thunderstorm broke with some vigour 

& we had to take refuge in the porch of an empty cottage whilst the rain & hail did their worst. 

We escaped back to the yacht in a lull before another storm came up and had a series of violent 

ones all afternoon till 6:30 and again more rain later at intervals. 

Another visit to the village for grub and afterwards pumped the yacht out with the hand pump 

and hauled up the dinghy & up ended her to rid her of all the water due to all the rain. 

There was a decided improvement in the speed of preparing meals with the new kettle and 

paraffin stove in action. 

Filled day in wasp destroying, RSC bring down her 50th in the day at 6.35 pm BST (1835). 

The Amazons arrived in the “Reindeer” later & spotted us with the loud remark of “Here Good 

Lord! The gramophone people”. They moored just astern and we gave them a recital whilst 

they bathed. 

Rattling good supper & so to bed. 

TUESDAY, 27TH
 AUGUST  POTTER 

Dull morning. 

Made an earlier start than yesterday thanks to the new thin tin kettle & finished brekker & 

cleaning up by 10:30 when we went up to the village for loaves at Watts but drew blank and  

                                                                 
9
 provender: we looked this word up in ELC’s 1920 dictionary and found that it refers to dried food for animals such 

as hay or corn or possibly provisions so we assume that he means provisions for themselves 
10

 NCC was ELC’s younger brother, a captain in the Dorsetshire Regiment, who was then recovering from being 
severely wounded during fighting in Mesopotania in 1916.  
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had to go on to the PO where we  
 

no letters today. 

After going up to the bridge in the dinghy for a refill of water we got underway at 11:45 and 

tacked down the Thurne. 

The wind was mostly dead ahead and a strong tide against us. We missed having a jib for 

turning as the tide brought her head around each tack and progress was slow until just before 

we passed the Lion Inn where we got a long tack down the 2 reaches to the junction of the 

Bure-Thurne. 

It was then 1:30 and the paraffin stove steaming so we moored at the junction just as rain 

began to fall. We quickly took in the sail and set the awning & only just in time as sharp rain fell 

and persisted. 

Gramophone between lunch & tea & afterwards we read novels till 7:15 when the rain ceased 

its violence and partially cleared. Got underway again at 7:25 pm the wind having changed 

slightly and with a beam wind reached St. Bennets at 8:00 o’clock and moored up opposite the 

abbey and made all snug for the night. 

Had supper & retired to bed with rain still falling outside. 

WEDNESDAY, 28TH
 AUGUST ST. BENNETS 

Rain was still at it when we woke early and we decided to have a late brekker which we did 

about 10:30. 

A howling gale was blowing and several yachts drifted into us in an endeavour to tack up 

towards Horning against tide and wind, so we shipped both fenders on the outboard side. 

Paid a visit to the abbey by dinghy before lunch but didn’t stay long as the smells were 

unsavoury. 

After lunch rain still continued strong and we read in the cabin until nearly 4 o’clock when 

during a lull we got into the Burberrys in the dinghy and rowed down Fleet Dyke into Walsham 

having to take shelter in the reeds for a futher sharp shower. 

We left the dinghy in Walsham Broad tied up alongside a farm & walked up to Pilson Green 

village where we posted some pcs. and also visited Pratts Old Curiosity Shop where we 

procured some chocolates and some bargee’s mixture of tobacco (very black plus shag) trecked 

back to our dinghy and a somewhat laborious row back to the yacht against the wind and 

arrived at 5:15 and had tea to the accompaniment of continuous rain. 
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Rain eased off slightly later and at 7:45 we set sail after taking in 2 reefs and tried to get up 

against tide and dead ahead wind. The 1st reach of about ¼ mile from the abbey to Horning Hall 

took about ¾ hour to do on very short tacks losing way owing to the strong tidal flow against 

us, but after that only one short reach required any tacking and we moored near the entrance 

to Ranworth Broad at 9:20 pm after a rainy & cold sail & prepared a fried potato and Bovril 

supper which was very comforting & after which we were quite ready to turn in. 

The change in the weather made us abandon our original intention of seeing Barton and 

Stalham11 broads this year.  

THURSDAY, 29TH
 AUGUST 

A fine morning at last but still cloudy and still windy but at least no rain and a very welcome 

change too. 

After brekker and clean up we rowed down the entrance to Ranworth Broad but found this 

chained off & not accessible so went into Malthouse Broad and rowed all round. A very pretty 

broad especially the vicarage landing. 

Found 2 yachts of good size moored there who did not seem to have any difficulty in getting 

across. They were tacking in short tacks (about 8 lengths) down the center. 

Wasps took their revenge on RSC by stinging her in the leg. Applications of meths soothed the 

sting somewhat. 

Rowed back again to the yacht and set sail at 12:15 against the wind with one reef in and 

worked down to just past Horning Ferry where we moored at 2:30 near the mill. 

At 3:30 pm we got underway again and tacked down to Horning town where we turned her up 

into the wind against the bank and took the dinghy over for some bread, beans and water & got 

a newspaper (the first we had bought and only the 2nd seen) after which we were able to sail 

slowly with a beam wind down to Salhouse Broad, into which we quanted the yacht for a look 

around & then out again. 

The wind had now dropped and the river being very shallow we quanted slowly down to a 

pasture mooring just before Snapes Water arriving at about 7:30 with the paraffin stove already 

in action for the evening meal of tea and potatoes which we had soon after we had made all 

tight and snug. 

                                                                 
11

 There is no “Stalham broad” that I know of, so either he meant “Barton broad and Stalham” or “Barton and 
Sutton broads” (Sutton Broad probably having more open water then than it does now). 
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These were more civilized surroundings than the last few nights & we indeed felt that we were 

returning to ordinary life when just as we were turning in, there was heavy firing from anti 

aircraft guns and Very’s lights12 over in the Norwich direction which lasted for some 20 minutes. 

 

FRIDAY, 30TH
 AUGUST 

Turned out to be quite a decent morning and sunny too, so after our usual cleaning routine we 

turned the yacht and sailed slowly up about 100 yards to the narrow entrance to Wroxham 

Broad and maneuvered her carefully in without touching the piles. 

                                                                 
12

 The dairy entry has an apostrophe “s” as in Very’s lights. I found this odd since all the references I can find on the 
web talk about “Very Lights”. Researching this, I found that the Very Pistol (or flare gun) was invented by an 
American naval officer Edward Very (1847-1910). Presumably then, back in 1918, the “Very Lights” from the “Very 
Pistol”  were still being referred to, at least by some people, as “Very’s Lights”. 
I also tried to find any reference to an air raid on this date. The last attempted zeppelin raid was on 5

th
 August 

1918 when the leading zeppelin was intercepted and shot down over the North Sea and the others retreated. 
Bomber raids did continue until 19

th
 October 1918, but most of these seem to have been directed at London. So 

we can only speculate whether this incident was an undocumented raid, a training exercise or an example of 
shooting at shadows.  
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Had a good sail with a fresh breeze on the Wroxham Broad.  

Got a bit of a shock when the lugsail descended with a thud owing to the mail halyard, which 

was swollen with the wet, slipping off the cleat. Luckily no damage was done and we saved our 

sail from wetting by prompt action.13 

Tied up on the far side for lunch at 1 o’clock and remained very happily lazy, RSC had a bathe at 

about 2:30. 

 

 

 

                                                                 
13

 This incident reminded us that life has not really changed that much. 93 years later, while on holiday on a hired 
yacht, we were hoisting the boom onto the crutches and the knot in the topping lift slipped. The boom came down 
with a similar thud. Apart from a bruised arm and a bit of a shock we suffered no damage either.  
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Pushed off again at 3:15 and sailed out of the broad & up to Wroxham, quanting the last 200 

yards to near the boat yard where we moored and tead right away. 

After tea we set off with the spare stores & paraffin can to Roys and verified our train for the 

morrow & paid a visit to Collins to tell him we were handing over at 8:30 am. 

This done we returned & did our packing and preparing of sandwiches for our journey & then to 

bed. 

SATURDAY, 31ST
 AUGUST 

Early brekker so as to tidy up and finish our packing. Handed over to Collins at 9 am in time for 

the 9:35 for Norwich and London town -  & the lil’ house. 


